**Avalanches & Notes**

- Nov 1-6 wind and temp from Seattle due to Sunburst not reporting
- Slab avalanche cycle on Oct facets
- Several SS-N and AS-D2 slides, shallow and becoming very loose and faceted throughout
- Sunburst remote
- Slab avalanche cycle on Oct facets
- Todd's Bowl skier
- Raven Glacier skier
- Sunburst remote
- Natural D2.5 Seattle Ck.
- Natural D2.5 Seattle Ck.
- Natural D2.5 Seattle Ck.
- Sunburst natural

**Danger Above**

| Danger Above | M | M | C | C |

**Danger Below**

| Danger Below | M | M | M | M |

**Key for precipitation graph:** Light blue bars = Height of New Snow. Dark blue bars = Height of New Water X 10. (For example, when bars are of equal height, snow density is 10%.)